August 27, 2019

Mr. Brian J. Wagner
President
National Association of Postal Supervisors
1727 King Street, Suite 400
Alexandria, VA 22314-2753

Dear Brian:

As a matter of general interest, the Postal Service plans to investigate the feasibility of using unmanned aircraft systems (UAS).

As part of this Initiative, we plan to submit a Request for Information (RFI) to the Federal Business Opportunities (Fed Biz Opps) website regarding information from UAS industry experts and developers who are interested in providing aircraft and aircraft operations for delivery of mail and collection of geodetic/spatial data. Industry specialists willing to test and integrate UAS or drone technology into the delivery environment will be sought.

We do not intend to award a contract based on the subject RFI.

Please contact Bruce Nicholson at extension 7773 if you have questions concerning this matter.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Alan S. Moore
Manager
Labor Relations Policies and Programs